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ELCOME TO THE INAUGURAL EDITION OF The Journal of Thomas Jefferson’s Life 
and Times! It is a journal which aims to investigate one of the largest figures in 

American history through study of that figure and of the times which shaped him and 
which he shaped.
 I begin with a story—of which I am amply fond and which I hope is true, for it gets at the 
gist of Thomas Jefferson the man—told by early biographer Henry Randall. En route to 
Poplar Forest, Jefferson stopped one night to repast and rest at Ford’s Tavern. He took  
supper and sat by a clergyman, who did not recognize him, and the two engaged in friendly 
conversation. The conversation began with mechanics, turned to agriculture, and finally to 
religion. So adept at conversing in each subject was Jefferson that the clergyman first 
thought his discussant was an engineer, then a successful farmer, and then a fellow man of 
the cloth.
 The clergyman, puzzled, asked the landlord the next morning about his learned  
discussant. He was informed that it was none other than Thomas Jefferson. The clergy-
man, astonished, said, “I tell you that was neither an atheist nor irreligious man—one of 
juster sentiments I never met with.”1 
 I suspect that the story, in gist, is true, because it says so much about the virtues of 
Jefferson. He was sociable, as he preferred to have with his meal pleasant conversation 
with another. He was democratic, for he did not feel the need to reveal himself to his  
dining companion, and perhaps thus, unevenly weigh the conversation. Last and most  
importantly for this introductory issue of the journal, he was polymathic, and capable of 
speaking or writing plainly, intelligently, and in detail to others about what he knew, and 
doing so without pomp, or verbigeration.
 “The size of a man’s mind … is to be measured, in so far as it can be measured,” says 
philosopher Bertrand Russell, “by the size and complexity of the universe that he grasps in 
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1 Henry S. Randall, The Life of Thomas Jefferson (New York, 1858), III, 345.
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thought and imagination.”2 Judged by the Russellian metric, Thomas Jefferson had a very 
large mind. His interests were many and varied: e.g., religion, morality, political theory, 
farming, architecture, art, paleontology, gardening, letter writing, mechanics, and meteo-
rology. In none of those areas was he a mere dilettante. That is why John Kennedy once said 
at a gathering of Nobel Prize laureates at the White House (29 Apr. 1962), “This is the most 
extraordinary collection of talent, of human knowledge, that has ever been gathered  
together at the White House, with the possible exception of when Thomas Jefferson dined 
alone.”
 Yet like many other persons with very large minds, Jefferson seems psychically complex. 
He detested politics, yet devoted nearly 40 years of his life to its practice. He was thin-
skinned and highly emotional, but he tried to come across as hard-shelled and dispassionate. 
He was obsessional about reducing the federal deficit to keep the federal government thin, 
yet he seemed anything but circumspect concerning his personal finances and died massively 
in debt. He detested trumpery, yet Monticello was so stuffed with art, artifacts, mechanisms, 
books, and other items that it looked more like a museum than a domicile. He sanctioned 
lifelong the eradication of slavery, but freed only a handful of his numerous slaves by the 
end of his life. He spoke illy of sectarian religion in many letters, but often attended worship 
of varied denominations, befriended several of the clergy, and even donated money to  
several churches. He advocated strictest adherence to the principles of the Constitution, 
but was not averse to disregard those principles when then occasion was propitious for the 
fledgling nation as with the Louisiana Purchase. He was ever constructing, tinkering, or  
altering things as if the outcome of creating was indifferent or secondary to its process. He 
championed politically and morally the cause of the common citizen, but he was anything 
but common.
 For such reasons perhaps biographer Henry Adams wrote thus of Jefferson: “A few 
broad strokes of the brush would paint the portraits of all the early Presidents … but 
Jefferson could be painted only touch by touch, with a fine pencil, and the perfection of  
the likeness depended upon the shifting and uncertain flicker of its semi-transcendent 
shadows.”3 The sentiment—poetic, almost impenetrably so, and iterated in my feature  
essay—bespeaks enormous, perhaps matchless, complexity of personhood due to a depth, 
breadth, richness, and subtleness of character. Jefferson’s portraiture, Adams’ words imply, 
is a task for no ordinary artist, but one with equal, or nearly equal, complexity—otherwise 
there can be no detailing with the fine pencil.

2 Bertrand Russell, The Basic Writings of Bertrand Russell (London: Routledge Classics, 2009), 370.
3 Henry Adams, History of the United States during the First Administration of America, during the First Administration 

of Thomas Jefferson, Vol. 1 (New York: Scribners, 1889), 277.
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 It is with such things in mind that we present the inaugural issue of the Thomas 
Jefferson Heritage Society’s The Journal of Thomas Jefferson’s Life and Times. In this inaugural 
issue, titled “A Man of Many Interests and Talents,” we have invited some of the world’s 
finest Jeffersonian scholars to contribute essays on Thomas Jefferson in an effort to introduce 
readers to Jefferson—“only touch by touch, with a fine pencil”—by introducing them to a 
man of numerous and diverse interests, uncommon accomplishments, and certain 
failings.
 Subsequent issues will be thematic and anyone with expertise in Jeffersonian scholarship 
or Jeffersonian times will be encouraged to submit essays. It is our hope that this, and sub-
sequent, issues will function to educate readers about the man and his thinking in a way 
that aims neither at sanctifying Jefferson nor at demonizing him. The “agenda” here is not 
political or retributive, but veridical. Truth is our highly ambitious aim. The complexity of 
the man and the diversity of his interests makes knowing him a complex and difficult task, 
but not one impossible.
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IOGRAPHER HENRY ADAMS WROTE thus of Jefferson: “A few broad strokes of the brush 
would paint the portraits of all the early Presidents with this exception, and a few 

more strokes would answer for any member of their many cabinets; but Jefferson could be 
painted only touch by touch, with a fine pencil, and the perfection of the likeness  
depended  upon the shifting and uncertain flicker of its semi-transparent shadows.”1 The  
sentiment—poetic, almost impenetrably so—bespeaks large, perhaps matchless, complexity 
of personhood. Jefferson’s portraiture, Adams’ words imply, is a task for no ordinary artist, 
but one with equal, or nearly so, complexity—otherwise there can be no detailing with the 
fine pencil.
 The scenario is more complicated. Scholars today often lament that we cannot get at 
the historical Jefferson even with a fine pencil. It is commonly asserted that Jefferson was 
slippery and deceptious in his writings—especially his letters—that he aimed to placate 
correspondents by writing what they wished to hear, not what he believed to be true. 
Thus, the argument goes, it is nearly impossible to know the person behind the pen. One 
writer goes so far to say that so great was Jefferson’s slipperiness and deceptiveness that 
we cannot know the person behind the pen.2 
 Yet there is no other way of approaching Jefferson other than through his pen. Thomas 
Jefferson loved to write. His correspondence consists of some 19,000 letters. He drafted 
numerous bills; wrote several addresses, reports, messages, proposals, replies, and directives 
as a public servant; began a late-in-life autobiography (which he never finished); wrote 

1 Henry Adams, History of the United States of America, during the First Administration of Thomas Jefferson, Vol. 1 
(New York: Scribners, 1889), 277.

2 Peter S. Onuf, The Mind of Thomas Jefferson (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2007), 32–33 and 58.

“A silent execution of duty”
The Republican Pen of Thomas Jefferson

M. Andrew Holowchak, Ph.D.

“To glide unnoticed through a silent execution of duty, is the only 
avocation which becomes me, and it is the sincere desire of my heart.”  

TJ to John Paradise, 5 July 1789

B
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critical essays or commentaries; wrote a book; and even took notes when he travelled in the 
event that any of his observations should prove serviceable at some future time. “I have 
always made it a practice whenever an opportunity occurred of obtaining any information 
of our country, which might be of use to me in any station public or private, to commit it to 
writing. These memoranda were on loose papers, bundled up without order, and difficult of 
recurrence when I had occasion for a particular one.”3 Last, he even wrote his own epitaph. 
And so we must approach him through his writings, or not at all.
 The task is not Sisyphean, but instead complex. Jefferson, I believe, was not so protean 
and deceptive, as biographer after biographer seems to say these days. He is a difficult task 
for a biographer who wishes to get at the man not because of his slipperiness, but because 
of his dimensionality: his numerous and varied interests, his empiricism, and his moralism.
 Like no president before or after him, Jefferson was omnilegent. He had one of the largest 
libraries in the young nation4 and it was not for show, but for use. He was not only well-read, 
but knowledgeable in a large number of subjects: e.g., law, architecture, agriculture, gadgetry 
and invention, paleontology, music, political practice and theory, education, Classics,  
philosophy, history, religion, philology, and literary criticism. Hence, we can grasp the poi-
gnancy of John F. Kennedy’s remark at a White House dinner party in honor of Nobel Prize 
winners, “I think this is the most extraordinary collection of talent, of human knowledge, 
that has ever been gathered together at the White House, with the possible exception of 
when Thomas Jefferson dined alone.”5

 The difficulty is compounded, because of Jefferson’s empiricism and moralism. As  
empiricist, he was committed to change and growth through the continued advance of 
knowledge in all the sciences—politics and morality being sciences in Jefferson’s day. 
Empiricism entailed hesitancy in framing conclusions and a commitment to revising views, 
given new evidence. That accounts for much of the wishy-washiness attributed to Jefferson: 
e.g., Jefferson’s avowed ping-ponging on the cause of Blacks’ inferiority of intellect and imagi-
nation in Query XIV of his Notes on the State of Virginia.6 Moreover, there are problems 
concerning Jefferson’s writings (and actions) because of his unique moralism. Jeffersonian 
believed in a moral sense—a faculty for moral judging that was sensory or sense-like in 
nature—and moral judgment was circumstances-driven, not principles-driven. So, criticisms 

3 Thomas Jefferson, Autobiography, Jefferson: Writings, ed. Merrill D. Peterson (New York: Library of America, 
1984), 55.

4 See Douglas L. Wilson, “Jefferson’s Library,” Thomas Jefferson: A Reference Biography, ed. Merrill D. Peterson 
(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1986), 157–79.

5 29 Apr. 1962.
6 Ellis asserted that Jefferson was all too comfortable entertaining contradictions. Joseph Ellis, American Sphinx: 

The Character of Thomas Jefferson (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997), 301.
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that focus on Jefferson’s inconsistent application of moral principles are unavailing. 
Principles might prove a generally useful guide for action or moral learning, especially for 
the young, but they can be readily trumped by circumstances which require moral 
sensitivity.
 If it is the case that Jefferson’s dimensionality is the chief reason that he can be  
portrayed only with a fine pencil, then aiming to understand Jefferson by exposition of his 
dimensionality offers any Jefferson scholar the best chance of grasping him. That is what I 
aim to do here.
 In what follows, I draw from key Jeffersonian writings that offer much insight into the 
mind of Thomas Jefferson. I offer a depiction of Jefferson the man through his own “pens,” 
and many he had, by introducing Jefferson to readers as a liberal revolutionist, a utopist,  
a natural scientist, and a moralist. Within such categories—and they are by no means  
exhaustive—we shall see profound versatility of expression, indicative of a man fully  
invested and immersed in the affairs of family, of fellow citizens, and of all other humans. 
Such investment and immersion were just what Jefferson meant by being a good republican 
citizen, as Jefferson was clear that government of and by the people through representa-
tives of genius and virtue could thrive only when all citizens participated politically to the 
fullest extent of their talents and time allowed. Jefferson was a prime illustration a good 
republican citizen, so long as we grasp that that participation for Jefferson was predomi-
nantly through his republican pen.
 There are four cautionary remarks, before proceeding. First, any attempt to get at 
Jefferson the man through his writings in a feature essay of any size is doomed to fail. That 
is likely a difficult undertaking even in a book-length manuscript. Therefore, my approach 
is, because it must be, selective. Still, the labor will, I believe, prove gainful. Second, I cannot 
address fully stylistic considerations—viz., Jefferson’s own dexterous use of his pen, his 
artistry of verbal expression. That is a separate project for another day. Third, as I aim at 
introducing Jefferson to readers through his pen, I tend to use Jefferson’s own words and 
not to paraphrase. That in part softens the second problem by allowing readers to see for 
themselves Jefferson’s verbal artistry. Last, my essay is expository, not critical. I aim  
principally at descriptive accuracy, not critical assessment.
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The Pen of a Liberal Revolutionist

The Revolution of 1800

As is the case with Plato, Aristotle, and the Greek and Roman Stoics, humans for Jefferson 
are fundamentally moral animals, but Jefferson separates himself from the ancients 
through assertion that morality, without the blessing of liberty, is small change. “The God 
who gave us life gave us liberty at the same time,” says Jefferson in his Summary View of 
the Rights of British America.
 Though god-given, liberty was not merely something, like breathing, that humans, 
once born, would naturally enjoy. It was instead, as he indicates in his Declaration of 
Independence, an entitlement, a right. Yet history has shown that things now commonly 
recognized as entitlements have seldom been respected. Moreover, even when accepted 
as entitlements, entitlements are often ignored for the sake of political expediency or  
political gain. One has only to consider the effect of the Alien and Sedition Acts of the 
Adams’ administration on free speech.
 Thus, even if Jefferson detested political offices, as he often said he did,7 there was great 
relish in his election to the presidency, if only because it marked an opportune moment to 
put into effect Jeffersonian principles of republican government. And so, he looked upon 
his election in 1800 as a second revolution, the “Revolution of 1800,” which would return 
America to the principles and values of 17768—foremost among those being liberty.
 Upon election as third president, Jefferson replies (6 Mar. 1801) to a congratulatory  
letter from John Dickinson. Jefferson exults in knowing that Americans have done their 
part in enduring the “storm through which we have passed.” Jefferson says: “The tough 
sides of our Argosie have been thoroughly tried. Her strength has stood the waves into 
which she was steered, with a view to sink her.” The ship is to be put on “her republican 
tack,” and thus “she will now show by the beauty of her motion the skill of her builders.” 
Much is at stake. Steering rightly the ship, America will then be “a standing monument  
& example for the aim & imitation of the people of other countries,” which will see the  
unexampled energy of a free government. The contagion of American energy will  
“ameliorate the condition of man over a great portion of the globe.” The key is government 
aligned with science—viz., the coupling of liberty and light.

7  E.g., TJ to John Randolph, 25 Aug. 1775; TJ to Richard Henry Lee, 17 June 1779; and TJ to Marquis de Lafayette,  
2 Apr. 1790.

8  E.g., TJ to Elbridge Gerry, 29 Mar. 1801.
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“We can no longer say that there is nothing new under the sun,” writes Jefferson to one of 
the world’s then-foremost scientists and religionists, Joseph Priestley (21 Mar. 1801). “The 
whole chapter in the history of man is new,” he adds. The people have spoken and have 
chosen government in the interest of the citizenry. “The order & good sense displayed in 
this recovery from delusion, and in the momentous crisis which lately arose, really be-
speak a strength of character in our nation which augurs well for the duration of our 
Republic.” 
 Jefferson thought much about republicanism after his two-term presidency. The year 
1816 is especially noteworthy for refinement of the notion.
 On April 24, he writes to the economist P.S. Dupont de Nemours that republican  
government is founded on certain “moral principles”—nine of which are given, and the 
seventh gives at least a needed condition of republican governing:

1.  Morality, compassion, and generosity are innate elements of all humans.
2.  There is a right independent of force.
3.  Humans have a right to property.
4.  No one has right to obstruct another.
5.  Justice is the fundamental law of society.
6.  The majority, acting merely by force, has no right to oppress any individual.
7.  “Action by the citizens in person, in affairs within their reach and competence, and  

in all others by representatives, chosen immediately, and removable by themselves, 
constitutes the essence of a republic.”

8.  “All governments are more or less republican in proportion as that their principle  
enters more or less into their composition.”

9.  Republican government can exist over a greater surface than any other form.9 

Yet there can be no liberty without light and a proper, agrarian milieu for liberty to flourish. 
“Enlighten the people generally,” he tells Dupont, “and tyranny and oppressions of body 
and mind will vanish like evil spirits at the dawn of day.”10 To John Jay (23 Aug. 1785), 
Jefferson writes: “Cultivators of the earth are the most valuable citizens. They are the most 
vigorous, the most independent, the most virtuous, and they are tied to their country, and 
wedded to its liberty and interests, by the most lasting bonds.”

9 Many of Jefferson’s own thoughts were “validated” by Destutt de Tracy in his 1809 Commentary and Review of 
Montesquieu’s Spirit of Laws. Tracy argued that much of what Montesquieu had written in 1748 has not passed 
the test of time. Tracy opted for communication and education instead of coercion for establishing a republic, 
individual liberty and freedom of the press, dissemination of knowledge and correction of error, and morality 
taught by the most enlightened, not by putative religious authorities. 

10 See also TJ to John Taylor, 28 May 1816, and TJ to Samuel Kercheval, 12 July 1816.
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Revolution & Constitutional Renewal

Yet liberty is not to be had without constant struggle. Persons in political positions are 
typically bewitched by political power and they use it to their own advantage. There must 
always be the threat of revolution, sanguinary if needed, to neutralize the acid of political 
ambition. In his Declaration of Independence, Jefferson writes of a people’s right to  
“dissolve political bands” when they suffer “a long train of abuses & usurpations pursuing 
invariably the same object.” To William Green Munford (18 June 1799), Jefferson says, “To 
preserve the freedom of the human mind & freedom of the press, every spirit should be 
ready to devote itself to martyrdom; for as long as we may think as we will & speak as we 
think, the condition of man will proceed in improvement.”
 In several letters, Jefferson’s republican pen is dipped in sanguinary ink. “I wish [liberty] 
always to be kept alive. It will often be exercised when wrong, but better so than not to be 
exercised at all. I like a little rebellion now and then. It is like a storm in the Atmosphere.” 
“God forbid we should ever be 20. years without such a rebellion [Shays’].” “The liberty of 
the whole earth was depending on the issue of the contest, and was ever such a prize won 
with so little innocent blood? My own affections have been deeply wounded by some of the 
martyrs to this cause [the French Revolution], but rather than it should have failed, I would 
have seen half the earth desolated. Were there but an Adam and Eve left in every country, 
and left free, it would be better than as it now is.”11 Jefferson thought the short-term  
sanguineness of revolutions was much preferable to continuancy of coercive governmental 
practices, without any promise of cessation—so great was Jefferson’s belief in the human 
need of liberty to flourish. Put plainly, it is morally correct to use sanguinary means in the 
short term to unyoke people from centuries-old coercive governmental practices, which 
burke liberty.
 Yet there was a Jeffersonian mechanism designed to forestall revolution: constitutional 
renewal. Constitutions for Jefferson were not fixed documents that would dictate political 
behavior for all time. Because he believed that light and liberty were advancing—“laws and 
institutions must go hand in hand with the progress of the human mind”12—each genera-
tion would be on average wiser and more morally ahead of the prior generation, and so 
each generation was sovereign in its own affairs—e.g., no generation could be shackled  
by the ignorance of the preceding generation. Thus, no generation could bind the next by 

11 Respectively, TJ to Abigail Adams, 22 Feb. 1787; TJ to William Stephens Smith, 13 Nov. 1787; and TJ to William  
Short, 3 Jan. 1793.

12 TJ to Samuel Kercheval, 12 July 1816.
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assumed debt or outdated laws. For politics to advance with other sciences and not retard 
them, there was need of constitutional renewal with each generation.13 

The Pen of an Unwavering Utopian

The Contagion of Jeffersonian Republicanism

It is often recognized that Jefferson’s belief that liberty and light were advancing in repub-
lican fashion waned in his retirement years as events in the nineteenth century suggested 
a non-agrarian, big-government turn. Yet Jefferson’s last letter (24 June 1826)—a reply to an 
invitation by Roger Weightman to participate in celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of 
the Declaration of Independence—is an eloquent expression of deathbed optimism. 
Jefferson invites the world to “assume the blessings and security of self-government” by 
“burst[ing] the chains under which monkish ignorance and superstition had persuaded 
them to bind themselves.” American republicanism allows for “unbounded exercise of  
reason and freedom of opinion.” He continues grandiloquently:

 All eyes are opened, or opening, to the rights of man. The general spread of the light of 
science has already laid open to every view the palpable truth, that the mass of mankind 
has not been born with saddles on their backs, nor a favored few booted and spurred, 
ready to ride them legitimately, by the grace of God. These are grounds of hope for  
others. For ourselves, let the annual return of this day forever refresh our recollections 
of these rights, and an undiminished devotion to them.

As the letter to Weightman suggests, Jefferson’s republicanism was inspired by a utopian 
vision, inspired by works such as More’s Utopia, Harrington’s Oceana, and Mercier’s L’An 
2440. For Jefferson, republicanism was a political ideal, based on a moral ideal. Says Joseph 
Ellis, “His mind and heart longed for a world where government itself had disappeared.”14 

He adds, “It was a wholly voluntary world, where coercion was unknown and government 
unnecessary.”15 Jeffersonian republicanism, thus, was inspired by a vision in which the  

13 TJ to James Madison, 6 Sept. 1789. For an excellent analysis of Jefferson’s views on constitutions, see Ari Helo,  
Thomas Jefferson’s Ethics and the Politics of Human Progress (New York: Cambridge, 2014), 149–52.

14 Joseph Ellis, American Sphinx, 105.
15 Joseph Ellis, American Sphinx, 115.
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human capacity for peaceful coexistence was completely played out—so fully would be the 
knowledge of humans’ rights assimilated by all citizens across the globe.
 Jefferson hoped first that America would fully instantiate principles of true republican-
ism and then expand to the west coast and even encompass the whole of North America. 
The contagion of peaceable, self-sufficient, people-based governing by elected representa-
tives would then spread to South America and eventually take root in Europe. “Our confed-
eracy must be viewed as the nest from which all America, North & South is to be peopled,” 
writes Jefferson to Archibald Stuart (25 Jan. 1786). To James Monroe (24 Nov. 1801), Jefferson 
states, “It is impossible not to look forward to distant times, when our rapid multiplication 
will expand itself beyond those limits, & cover the whole northern, if not the southern 
continent, with a people speaking the same language, governed in similar forms, & by  
similar laws; nor can we contemplate with satisfaction either blot or mixture on that sur-
face.”16 With republicanism firmly rooted in the Americas, it would eventually be adopted 
through contagion in Europe and that would allow the possibility of a global confederation 
of nations, each a Jeffersonian republic and all in free trade and honest relations with each 
other.

“Truth advances … step by step only”

There were several problems to overcome: size, translation, time, emulation, and means.
 First, there was the problem of size. Montesquieu argued that republics were necessarily 
limited in size and could not exist over a large expanse of territory, for they would be 
unmanageable.
 Jefferson answered that by “dividing and dividing again,” such a problem would  
dissolve. Nations will comprise states, each with its own political climate. States will comprise 
counties, each politically distinct. Counties will comprise wards, each politically distinct. 
Thus, there was no need to fear the incapacity of strong centralized control of a large  
nation. It was unneeded.
 Next, there were the problems of translation and time. Montesquieu, a political relativist, 
maintained that the circumstances of each political culture were unique, and so there was 
no way to translate Jeffersonian republicanism to other cultures, whose political language 

16 In other letters, he contented himself with non-belligerent neighbors, with equal interest in republican 
governing—e.g., TJ to Joseph Priestley, 29 Jan. 1804.
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was unique. Moreover, for republicanism to take root and flourish in a nation, the people 
had to be ready for it, but many cultures were steeped in centuries of coercive governing.17

 Jefferson answered both difficulties in a letter to Dr. Thomas Cooper (7 Oct. 1814): “We 
cannot always do what is absolutely best [i.e., morally right]. Those with whom we act,  
entertaining different views, have the power and the right of carrying them into practice. 
Truth advances, and error recedes step by step only; and to do to our fellow men the most 
good in our power we must lead where we can, follow where we cannot and still go with 
them, watching always the favorable moment for helping them to another step.”
 Fourth, there was the problem of emulation. Jefferson assumed that European nations, 
seeing America flourishing, would adopt American ways. Would they?
 Following the ancients like Plutarch, Jefferson thought there was a natural contagion to 
virtuous deeds and a natural repulsion to vice. He writes to Robert Skipwith (3 Aug. 1771): 
“When any original act of charity or of gratitude … is presented either to our sight or imagi-
nation, we are deeply impressed with its beauty and feel a strong desire in ourselves of 
doing charitable and grateful acts also.” Likewise, we have a natural abhorrence to vice, as 
we cringe when we see atrocity. What was true of individuals true also of nations.
 Last, there was the problem of means. Even if virtue should triumph over time—and 
Jefferson gives every indication that the advance of science is god-directed (e.g., 1814 letter 
to Cooper, above)18 —would it not be the right thing to give it a nudge? Jefferson thought so. 
As we have already seen, Jefferson advocated, at extreme times, violent means as correc-
tives to political abuses.

The Pen of a Natural Scientist

The Challenge of European Naturalists

There was a final difficulty with spread of Jeffersonian republicanism: America itself. For 
there to be any hope that Jefferson’s republican vision of a global confederation of nations 
could take root, there had to be some assurance that America was the sort of place that 

17 E.g., the French were schooled in centuries of aristocratic abuses, and so pure republicanism was something  
for which they were unready. “Should [the French] attempt more than the established habits of the people are 
ripe for,” Jefferson writes to Madame de Tessé (20 Mar. 1787), “they may lose all, and retard infinitely the 
ultimate object of their aim.” Thus, the French Revolution failed and the despot Napoleon surfaced. Thomas 
Jefferson, Autobiography, ed. Merrill D. Peterson (New York: Library of America, 1984), 95–98.

18 M. Andrew Holowchak, Jefferson’s Political Philosophy and the Metaphysics of Utopia (Leiden: 2017), X–XIII.
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allowed for humans to flourish. That is just what some of the world’s leading naturalists 
challenged.
 The world’s foremost naturalist, le comte de Buffon, argued that American biota were 
degenerate, due to the defectiveness of its climate—“the heats of America are less, … more 
waters are spread over its surface by nature, and fewer of these are drained off by the hand 
of man.”19 All forms of life were smaller—animals being “four, six, eight, and ten times” 
so—and less robust in the New World than in the Old World. Where Buffon tread scientifi-
cally, others—e.g., Corneille de Pauw, Abbé Raynal, and William Robertson—followed. 
Raynal even claimed that people or animals transported to America would degenerate in 
time.20 These naturalists challenged Jefferson’s claim America could be taken seriously as  
a model of government of and for the people for European nations eventually to follow 
because of its inhospitableness to living things.
 Jefferson addresses those naturalists in Notes on the State of Virginia. In a coup de  
boutoir, Jefferson, using samples of large American animals, aims not to falsify Buffon’s  
assertions concerning biotic inferiority. He aims “not to produce a conclusion in favour of 
the American species, but to justify a suspension of opinion until we are better informed, 
and a suspicion in the mean time that there is no uniform difference in favour of either; 
which is all I pretend.”21 With his samples, Jefferson effectively does just that.
 Jefferson then challenges the observations of Buffon. So rash are Buffon’s conclusions 
concerning the inferiority of American animals that “it does not appear that Messrs. De 
Buffon and D’Aubenton have measured, weighed, or even seen those of America.” If their 
observations came from “some travellers,” he asks, were they natural historians, did they 
merely judge American animals by sight, and were they acquainted with animals of their 
own country? “A true answer to these and other such questions would probably weaken 
their authority.”22 
 The assault on Buffon and Raynal in Jefferson’s Notes exemplifies his own empirical 
bent. He wishes for no outright victory over Buffon, but a “suspension of opinion” to open 
the issue to further study. Even if American animals should chance to be slightly defective 
when compared to those of Europe, that might not be due to the heat and dryness of 
Europe, but to better food and shelter for European animals.23 

19 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, Ed. William Peden (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1954), 47.

20 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 64.
21 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 49–52.
22 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 54–56.
23 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 57.
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 Jefferson’s empiricism typifies his writing in his Notes and his attitude in numerous  
letters. Failure to grasp Jefferson’s commitment to empiricism has resulted in great confu-
sion among Jeffersonian scholars, who take open-mindedness on and critical analysis of all 
sides of empirical issues as illustrations of monumental confusion, hypocrisy, and even a 
capacity to entertain contradictions without mental unease. Scientists, doing science 
rightly, are not in the business of unalterable generalizations; instead they are always  
prepared to change their conclusions, given the possibility of new data.

Enlightenment Science

Jefferson had a steadfast belief in the steady march of science in all its manifest branches.
 There were advances in natural sciences. In 1543, Nicolaus Copernicus published De 
Revolutionibus and developed, using Aristotle’s antiquated physics, a sun-centered model 
of the universe. Working from the detailed astronomical observations of Tycho Brahe, 
Johannes Kepler, discarding the millennia-old notion that celestial bodies had to move  
according to models that only allowed for uniform and circular motion, discovered the 
three laws of planetary motion (1609–1619). In 1628, William Harvey discovered the circu-
lation of blood, and Nicholas Steno hypothesized that fossils were organic matter, pre-
served in layers of sediment. Isaac Newton, with his work on prisms in 1672, found that 
white light comprises rays of distinct colors, gave us the infinitesimal calculus (along with 
Leibniz) in 1675 as well as the three laws of bodily motion and the theory of universal gravi-
tation in 1687. In 1675, Anton van Leeuwenhoek used a microscope to observe living things 
beyond the naked eyed—microorganisms. Benjamin Franklin in 1751 showed that lightning 
was electrical. Charles Messier (1771) published a catalog of astronomical objects. William 
Herschel with his largest-in-the-world hand-built telescopes, discovered Uranus (1781), 
showed that the Milky Way was just a congeries of stars, and discovered infrared radiation 
(1800). Antoine Lavoisier discovered the conservation of mass and set the basis for the 
beginning of today’s chemistry. Georges Cuvier (1796) showed that organic extinction was 
genuine, thereby paving the way for the evolutionary biology of Jean-Baptiste Lamarck 
(1802) and Charles Darwin (1859).
 Then there were more practical discoveries/inventions. Evangelista Torricelli invented 
the mercury barometer in 1643, and Gabriel Fahrenheit, the mercury thermometer in 1724. 
In 1775, Alexander Cummings invented the flush toilet. David Bushnell, in 1776, invented 
the submarine. Benjamin Franklin gave us bifocals in 1780. The world’s first hydrogen  
balloon was created in 1783 by Jacques Charles and the Robert brothers. In 1784, Andrew 
Meikle invented the threshing machine. Joseph Ignace Guillotin made the invention named 
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after him (first used, 1789) to be a more humane way of executing people. Eli Whitney in 
1794 patented the cotton gin. Edward Jenner in 1796 created a vaccine for smallpox. In 1799, 
Louis Robert invented a machine for making sheets of paper. Alessandro Volta in 1800  
invented the battery.
 There were even perceived advances in politics and morality. In politics, there was the 
notion of representative government, which “has rendered useless almost everything 
written before on the structure of government.”24 In morality, there was the marriage of 
Christian benevolence and ancient virtue ethics with the notions of a robust sense of  
liberty and of a moral-sense faculty that did not have the sanction of reason in its judg-
ments, spontaneous.25 
 In sum, it must have been, for Jefferson, an exciting time in which to live. And though 
glitches or retrogradations of scientific advance were possible, there was no turning back 
because of the dissemination of information and its availability to the general citizenry due 
to the printing press.
 Passion for science was part of his constitution, as Jefferson knew well that an above-
board republican politician—a politician truly representative of the interests of the  
people—could not ignore those advances. He writes to a correspondent unknown (28 Sept. 
1821): “Science is more important in a republican than in any other government. And in an 
infant country like ours we must depend for improvement on the science of other countries, 
longer established, possessing better means, and more advanced than we are.”26 

Jefferson & Scientific Explanation/Method

Jefferson’s ardency for science—“nature intended me for the tranquil pursuits of science”27— 
was inspired by the empiricist Francis Bacon and the great natural philosopher, Isaac 
Newton, each of whom he included among the three greatest men who have lived.28 

24 TJ to Isaac Tiffany, 28 Aug. 1816.
25 “It is the happiness of modern times that the evils of necessary war are softened by the refinement of manners  

& sentiment and that an enemy is an object of vengeance, in arms, & in the field only,” says Jefferson to Ethan 
Allen, 2 Dec. 1775.

26 Cf. Mercier, for whom the sovereign of the year 2440 is a patron of the arts and sciences. “The happy time is 
returned when men in power, who are provided with the necessary means for performing experiments, are 
charmed with the glory of making discoveries of importance to mankind, and are anxious to carry the sciences 
to that degree of perfection which attends their influence and their zeal.” Louis-Sébastien Mercier, Memoirs of 
the Year Two Thousand Five Hundred (Philadelphia: Thomas Dobson, 1795), 214.

27 TJ to P.S. Dupont de Nemours, 2 Mar. 1809.
28 TJ to John Trumbull, 15 Feb. 1789. Of Jefferson’s esteem of Newton, see his “Outline of Argument in Support of 

His Resolutions,” 11 Oct. to 9 Dec. 1776, and TJ to David Rittenhouse, 19 July 1778.
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 Jefferson’s sole book, Notes on the State of Virginia, is a testament to his ardency for  
science. The book began modestly as answers to 22 questions by the secretary of the 
French legation,29 François de Barbé-Marbois, in 1780, and morphed into a moderately 
sized book that was completed in 1782 and published in English in 1787. Much has been 
written about the book. What has been overpassed is Jefferson’s scientific methodology—viz., 
his employments of dispassionate, precise, and detailed scientific description; of inductive 
generalization; of a proto hypothetico-deductive method for testing a hypothesis or  
competing hypotheses; of simplicity (Ockham’s razor); of etiological assessment; and of 
causal principles to aid causal assessment. Analysis of Jefferson’s scientific methodology 
reveals a substantial and particular debt to both Bacon and Newton and a general debt the 
empiricism of Enlightenment science.30 
 First, there is Jefferson’s commitment to detailed and dispassionate scientific descrip-
tion. Jefferson offers stunning and precise descriptions of Madison’s Cave and Zane’s Cave 
(Query V); the springs the syphon fountains (Query VI); the vegetables and animals of 
Virginia (Query VI); the nature of Native Americans (Query VI); bodies of warm air, frost, 
and looming (Query VII); and the nature of Blacks (Query XIV).
 Consider, for illustration, Jefferson’s description of the inexplicable phenomenon called 
by seamen looming. “Philosophy is as yet in the rear of the seamen,” he writes, “for so far 
from having accounted for it, she has not given it a name.” He continues, “Its principle effect 
is to make distant objects appear larger.” He refers to his own experiences at Monticello. 
One conical mountain, some 40 miles away, sometimes subsides “almost totally into the 
horizon,” sometimes it is more elevated and more acute, sometimes it appears as a hemi-
sphere, and sometimes it appears to have perpendicular sides and a flat top that is “as broad 
as its base.” He notes that he can discern no particular state concerning weight, moisture, 
and atmospheric heat that is needed for the phenomenon. The only constancies are that it 
occurs only in the morning and only with objects at least 40 miles away for objects on land. 
Unable to ascertain a cause, he rules out refraction, for “that only changes the proportions 
of length and breadth, base and altitude, preserving the general outlines. It may make a 
circle appear elliptical, raise or depress a cone, but by none of its laws, as yet developed, will 
it make a circle appear a square, or a cone a sphere.”31 

29 The questions were to be given to a suitable representative of each state.
30 Sweet somewhat tendentiously refers to a “cross-fertilization between the Newtonian and Baconian traditions,”  

or “between deduction and induction.” The labeling of Newton as a deductionist is misleading. Timothy Sweet,  
“Jefferson, Science, and the Enlightenment,” The Cambridge Companion to Thomas Jefferson, ed. Frank Shuffleton 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 104.

31 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 80–81. For an account of looming, see W.J. Humphreys, Physics  
of the Air, ed. two (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1929), 437–57, esp. 447 and 451.
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 Next, there are Jefferson’s numerous attempts at scientific explanation in the manner 
of what is today called Hypothetico-Deductive Method. Jefferson examines and essays to 
explain petrified shells at the foot of North Mountain (Query VI), the remains of the “Big 
Buffalo” (Mammoth; Query VI), Buffon’s theses concerning biotic degeneracy in America 
(Query VI), the barrows of Native Americans (Query XI), the origin of Native Americans 
(Query XI), and dew inside brick and stone walls of buildings (Query XV).
 Consider, for illustration, Jefferson’s explanation of dew that forms on brick and stone 
walls inside of buildings. It is customarily assumed that rain penetrates through the walls—
a penetration that does not occur with wooden walls.32 Jefferson sets forth four facts that 
disconfirm the hypothesis and prove wanting the explanation. First, the dew appears in 
buildings when there is no rain. Second, the dew on the partitions as well as the exterior 
walls of such buildings. Third, the dew appears on pavements of brick or stone in the build-
ings. Fourth, the amount of dew is greater on thicker walls. 33

 Jefferson notes that the right explanation concerns the properties of brick, stone, and 
wood. Pour cold water into a vessel of brick or stone and water immediately forms on the 
outside of the vessel. That does not occur with a wooden vessel.

 It is not supposed, in the first case, that the water has exuded through the glass, but 
that it is precipitated form the circumambient air; as the humid particles of vapour, 
passing from the boiler of an alembic through its refrigerant, are precipitated from the 
air, in which they were suspended, on the internal surface of the refrigerant. Walls of 
brick or stone act as a refrigerant in this instance. They are sufficiently cold to condense 
and precipitate the moisture suspended in the air of the room, when it is heavily 
charged therewith. But walls of wood are not so.34 

 The refutation of the penetrative thesis is decisive. The correct explanation—in today’s 
language, the coldness of the stone and of the brick refrigerates the ambient air until the 
vapor in the ambient air is condensed to its saturation threshold—is given. Moreover, an 
explanation of why there is more moisture on thicker walls of brick or stone is also given, 
as such walls are cooler than thinner walls. To prevent precipitation, Jefferson asserts that 
all that is needed is a small fire in the room.

32 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 153.
33 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 153.
34 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 153–54.
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The Pen of an Inveterate Moralist

Jefferson’s Moral Sense

In a thesis in a forthcoming book, Thomas Jefferson, Moralist,35 I argue that much of our 
scholarly confusion concerning Jefferson comes simply from our unwillingness to see him 
axially as a moralist. For instance, when he considered an amendment to the Constitution 
because of the Louisiana Purchase—there was nothing in the Constitution that gave him the 
presidential power to make such a purchase—Jefferson went forward with the purchase 
without the amendment, though letters show that the decision was painful.36 Scholars 
commonly today cite the purchase as just another instance of Jeffersonian hypocrisy and 
his laboring over the decision as an instance of political posturing. A simpler explanation is 
that the decision was painful. Jefferson realized that the purchase was inconsistent with 
his notion of minimal government and that he was acting without constitutional authority, 
but he still recognized that the purchase was the right thing to do. So, he did it.
 Yet was not that act a contravention of a moral principle? Like other moral-sense or 
moral-sentiment theorists of his day and consistent with the virtue ethicians of Greek and 
Roman antiquity, there were no inviolable moral principles for Jefferson. Circumstances 
dictated the right moral path in every situation for Jefferson and moral decision making 
was not a matter of deliberation, but merely of sensing. Rules could be used as rough guides 
for moral behavior—especially for the young—but they were not inviolable.37 

 The moral sense Jefferson best illustrated in a letter to nephew, Peter Carr (19 Aug. 
1785). In it, he encourages Carr to develop his intellect as fully as possible, but tells him that 
“a knowing head” is merely the second blessing next to “an honest heart”—viz., the  
cultivation of his moral sense. “Never suppose, that in any possible situation, or under any 
circumstances, it is best for you to do a dishonorable thing, however slightly so it may  
appear to you,” and even if no one else will know of the deed. How is Carr to know when an 
action is dishonorable? “Whenever you are to do a thing, though it can never be known but 
to yourself, ask yourself how you would act were all the world looking at you, and act  
accordingly.” There is no appeal to principles. By appealing to “all the world,” Jefferson tells 
Carr that we already know the right thing to do.

35 M. Andrew Holowchak, Thomas Jefferson, Moralist (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2017).
36 E.g., TJ to John Colvin, 20 Sept. 1810. For more, see M. Andrew Holowchak, Thomas Jefferson: Uncovering His 

Unique Philosophy and Vision (Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 2014), 176–77.
37 See M. Andrew Holowchak, “The March of Morality: Making Sense of Jefferson’s Moral Sense,” Thomas 

Jefferson and Philosophy, ed. M. Andrew Holowchak (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2014), chap. 8.
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 Jefferson also lectures his nephew on truth-telling and eschewal of mendacity. The  
argument is consequentialist. To free oneself from a difficulty by intrigue, chicanery,  
dissimulation, trimming, untruth, or injustice much increases the difficulty. “Those who 
pursue these methods, get themselves so involved at length, that they can turn no way but 
their infamy becomes more exposed.” Lie once, it is easy to do it a second, a third, and  
a fourth time, till lying becomes habit, and no one will believe a liar when he speaks  
the truth.
 That Jefferson encourages Carr to behave morally and speak truthfully shows that it is 
not so easy to do what is right and speak without fabrication. First, reason often encour-
ages vice through rationalization. Something promising short-term pleasure but long-
term pain, sexual adventure or a gluttonous night, often entices vice. Second, like any other 
sensory faculty, the moral sense requires exercise. Exercised too little, like an underused 
limb, and the moral sense will not be strong enough to ward off vice. “Exercise them when-
ever an opportunity arises; being assured that they will gain strength by exercise, as a limb 
of the body does, and that exercise will make them habitual.”
 In a second letter to Carr (10 Aug. 1787), Jefferson disadvises attending lectures on mo-
rality. “He who made us would have been a pitiful bungler if he had made the rules of our 
moral conduct a matter of science.” Why? Deity formed us as social creatures, and thus we 
are “endowed with a sense of right & wrong merely relative to this.” That contrasts greatly 
with rationality, which too few persons have. “For one man of science,” adds Jefferson, 
“there are thousands who are not.” Thus, given the innateness of the moral sense, lectures 
are bootless, perhaps even harmful. “State a moral case to a ploughman & a professor,” say 
Jefferson, “the former will decide it as well, & often better than the latter, because he has 
not been led astray by artificial rules.”38 

Reason & the Moral Sense

Jefferson’s “disadvice” to Carr creates a problem for Jefferson’s avowed rationalism. Was he 
not committed to the pursuit of reason in the advance of all the sciences? Was not his 
moral sense answerable to rationality?
 Most scholars answer each of the questions affirmatively, while only the first admits of 
an affirmative answer.

38 See also TJ to Thomas Law, 13 June 1814, and TJ to William Short, 31 Oct. 1819
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 Many scholars paint Jefferson in broad Epicurean strokes—a portrait Jefferson himself 
invites39—in which deliberation about outcomes to maximize pleasure was Jefferson’s true 
aim. One scholar writes that Jefferson blended Socrates’ and Jesus’ ethics with Epicurus’ so 
that he could mesh benevolence with “his own Epicurean metaphysics.”40 Says another, 
“Monticello is the symbol of the true Epicurean Garden, in turn a compromise and an  
‘asylum from grief!’”41 

 Others downplay the Epicurean dimension of Jefferson’s moral thinking, but still main-
tain the superiority of reason to the moral sense. One scholar maintains that reason  
functioned for Jefferson, as it did for Burlamaqui, as secondary check on the judgments of 
the moral sense. “Insofar as it can be argued that the main thrust of Jefferson’s thought, at 
least to the turn of the century, was that the moral sense is submitted to the guidance of 
intuitive and discursive reason, it can be concluded that he was consistent with Burlamaqui 
and remained a moral rationalist.”42 Jefferson’s “positivism,” says another, was hard to  
reconcile with his moral sense. That could only be done by framing morality in terms of 
reason. “While Jefferson’s general view of human nature entails a prominent focus on  
rationality, there is some indication here of a tendency to de-emphasize reason.”43 Finally, 
still another states that in his Declaration of Independence, “we see Jefferson trying to base 
his moral commitments on truths that he works out rationally by studying nature.”44 
 That view of the superiority of reason cannot be sustained.
 First, Jefferson consistently maintained that moral judgment was not rational, but sen-
sual. Recall his advice to Carr in 1787 not to attend lectures on morality, as it is not the case 
that “the rules of our moral conduct are a matter of science.”—viz., not a matter of reason—
as well as his bald statement to Carr in the 1785 letter that a knowing head is of less  
importance than an honest heart. To Rev. James Fishback (27 September 1809), Jefferson 

39 “I consider the genuine (not the imputed) doctrines of Epicurus,” writes Jefferson to William Short (31 Oct. 1819), 
“as containing everything rational in moral philosophy which Greece and Rome have left us.” I refute 
Jefferson’s Epicureanism in a number of publications—most recently, ‘An honest Heart’ versus ‘a knowing 
Head’: The Myth of the Preeminency of Rationality in Jefferson’s Conceptions of Man and Society,” Thomas 
Jefferson: The Man behind the Myths (Jefferson, NC: McFarland Books, 2017), chap. 2.

40 Carl J. Richard, “A Dialogue with the Ancients: Thomas Jefferson and Classical Philosophy and History,” Journal 
of the Early Republic, Vol. 9, 1989, 441.

41 Maurizio Valsania, “‘Our Original Barbarism’: Man vs. Nature in Thomas Jefferson’s Moral Experience,” Journal 
of the History of Ideas, Vol. 65, No. 4, 2004, 638–39.

42 A.J. Beitzinger, Political Theorist, Thomas Jefferson: A Reference Biography (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 
1986), 88.

43 Peter M. Collins, “Jefferson on Philosophy of Religion and Public Education,” Journal of Thought, Vol. 31, No. 2, 
1996, 45.

44 Danielle Allen, Our Declaration: A Reading of the Declaration of Independence in Defense of Equality (New York: 
Liveright Publishing, 2014), 156–57.
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writes, “The practice of morality being necessary for the well-being of society, [deity] has 
taken care to impress it’s precepts so indelibly on our hearts that they shall not be effaced 
by the subtleties of our brain.” Finally, in a letter to Thomas Law (13 June 1814), Jefferson 
states, “How necessary was the care of the Creator in making the moral principle so much 
a part of our constitution as that no errors of reasoning or of speculation might lead us 
astray from its observance in practice.”
 Jefferson’s most expressive statement concerning the inferiority of reason to the moral 
sense is his Head-and-Heart letter to Maria Cosway (12 Oct. 1786). Cosway, a married young 
artist to whom Jefferson was introduced in France, immediately drew Jefferson’s attention. 
After one such day where he got to spend time with her, “Jefferson returned via coach to 
his residence in Paris. There he writes to Cosway, “Seated by my fireside, solitary and sad, 
the following dialogue took place between my Head and my Heart.” The lengthy result is 
an anything-but-romantic debate between Jefferson’s head (reason) and his heart (morality).
 The letter gives us a fine expression of the subserviency of reason to the moral sense 
and a clear expression of disavowal of Epicurean morality. Also, because the letter, as an 
attempt at expression of deeply intimate feelings, occurs in the form of a debate between 
Jefferson’s head and heart, it illustrates neatly Jefferson’s insecurity—his fear of venting 
freely without the safety net of rational intrusion concerning affairs of the heart. Even if 
Head is roundly defeated in the debate—and I think that that is the case, though there is no 
scholarly consensus on the issue45—Jefferson hedges his bet by giving Head plenty to say 
on moving cautiously in matters of love, as if anticipating that his love for Cosway will go 
unrequited.
 Head gives Heart a schoolmasterish, Epicurean lecture on investing emotion in objects 
that must soon be lost. Deliberate fully before acting, advance cautiously in action, and 
retreat if you must. “This is not a world to live at random in as you do,” says Head. “To avoid 
those eternal distresses, to which you are forever exposing us, you must learn to look  
forward before you take a step which may interest our peace. Everything in this world is a 
matter of calculation. Advance then with caution, the balance in your hand. Put into one 
scale the pleasures which any object may offer; but put fairly into the other the pains which 
are to follow, & see which preponderates.” Head adds. “Do not bite at the bait of pleasure till 
you know there is no hook beneath it. The art of life is the art of avoiding pain: & he is the 
best pilot who steers clearest of the rocks & shoals with which he is beset. Pleasure is  
always before us; but misfortune is at our side: while running after that, this arrests us.” 
Head then advises Heart to secure oneself against pain by retiring within oneself.

45 See M. Andrew Holowchak, Thomas Jefferson, Moralist (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2017), chap. 1.
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 Heart now lectures Head. “I know indeed that you pretend authority to the sovereign 
controul of our conduct in all its parts: & a respect for your grave saws & maxims, a desire 
to do what is right, has sometimes induced me to conform to your counsels.” Nonetheless, 
when following the saws and maxims of Head, Heart is always, or nearly so, misled.
 Heart gives three illustrations. I list two. There was the time Jefferson on a coach passed 
a “poor wearied souldier,” who asked to be let up on the coach. Jefferson demurred. To let 
up one would be to invite all—an impossible situation. Filled with regret, Jefferson turned 
back but could not find the soldier. Again, there was the American Revolution itself. Had 
the revolutionists calculated the likelihood of success prior to actions, none would have 
acted against the British forces. Heart fustigates Head. “As far as my recollection serves 
me, I do not know that I ever did a good thing on your suggestion, or a dirty one without it. 
I do forever then disclaim your interference in my province. Fill papers as you please with 
triangles & squares: try how many ways you can hang & combine them together. I shall 
never envy nor controul your sublime delights. But leave me to decide when & where 
friendships are to be contracted.”
 The letter states unequivocally that in affairs of the heart (morality), head is to be silent, 
for rational intrusion almost always does more harm than it does good. Here Heart is  
enjoining reason not to intrude in moral concerns. Heart bids Head to stick to tasks suited 
to rationality: squaring the circle, tracing the orbit of a comet, and investigating the arch of 
greatest strength or the solid of least resistance. As affairs of the head, all are of dubious 
practical value.
 What then of Jefferson vaunted love of science? Ought we to dismiss the discoveries of 
scientists as worthless, because they are the result of reason and of limited application to 
practical affairs?
 Consider what Jefferson says to Edward Jenner (May 14, 1806) for his discovery of a  
vaccine for small pox. “Harvey’s discovery of the circulation of the blood was a beautiful 
addition to our knowledge of the animal economy, but on a review of the practice of medicine 
before & since that epoch, I do not see any great amelioration which has been derived from 
that discovery, you have erased from the Calendar of human afflictions one of it’s greatest.” 
In sum, Jenner’s discovery far exceeds Harvey’s since it has application of moral value.
 Purely rational activities, like determining the orbit of a comet, are of no practical  
concern, esoteric, and of dubious worth. Jefferson writes John Adams (January 21, 1812) on 
the destituteness of science without morality. He refers to the preeminency of France and 
England in science. Still, “the one is a den of robbers, and the other of pirates. And if science 
produces no better fruits than tyranny, murder, rapine and destitution of national morality, 
I would rather wish our country to be ignorant, honest and estimable as our neighboring 
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savages are.” Jefferson tells Robert Skipwith (3 Aug. 1771), “Everything is useful which  
contributes to fix in the principles and practices of virtue.” Purely adiaphorous rational  
actions, then, are of dubious worth.46 
 Thus, Jefferson militates against rationality for several reasons. First, it is given fully  
to too few persons—e.g., Bacon, Locke, and Newton. Second, its discoveries, if not in the 
service of the moral sense, are unpurposed, arbitrary. Third, it is too easily put to wrong 
use. Finally, if morally correct action is sensual and simple, vice must be due mostly to  
rational encroachment in moral concerns.

“A hard student”: Industry & Temperance 

Because Jeffersonian republicanism entails fullest political participation by all citizens,  
industry, which might be defined by serious occupation in tasks worth doing, and temper-
ance, which might be defined narrowly as self-control in sensual matters and more broadly 
and politically as self-sufficiency, are also critical components of Jeffersonian morality.47 
 The importance of industry—a key virtue, as Jeffersonian republicanism entails fullest 
political participation of all citizens—comes out in several letters to his members of 
Jefferson’s family. Here we are introduced to the exhortatory side of Jefferson’s republican 
pen. To daughter Martha Jefferson Randolph (26 Apr. 1790), Jefferson writes, “Interesting 
occupations are essential to happiness: indeed the whole art of being happy consists in the 
art of finding employment, [sic].” To daughter TJ to Mary Jefferson (30 May 1791), he states 
that happiness requires knowledge, practice in the domestic arts, usefulness to friends, 
and goodness to all. To grandson Thomas Jefferson Randolph (30 Dec. 1809), Jefferson says, 
“It is only by a methodical distribution of our hours, and a rigorous, inflexible observance 
of it that any steady progress can be made.”
 Jefferson also argues indirectly for industry. Absence of industry, idleness or ennui, 
leads to decadence and miserableness. Two illustrations are sufficient. He writes to daughter 
Martha (21 May 1787): “Determine never to be idle. No person will have occasion to  
complain of the want of time, who never loses any. It is wonderful how much may be done, 
if we are always doing.” It is important for Martha to develop such talents and a degree of 
science sufficient to prevent ennui, “the most dangerous poison of life.” He adds, “A mind 

46 Expression of the impotency of reason was commonplace in the Scottish philosophers Jefferson read and 
appropriated. See, e.g., Francis Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue in Two 
Treatises, ed. Wolfgang Leidhold (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 2004), 271, and Lord Kames, Principles of Morality 
and Natural Religion, 60.

47 TJ to Dr. Benjamin Rush, 3 Jan. 1808.
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always employed is always happy. … The idle are only wretched.” The world offers numerous 
opportunities for useful employments and amusements. Next, Jefferson writes over 20 
years later to grandson Thomas Jefferson Randolph (30 Dec. 1809): “Of all the cankers of 
human happiness none corrodes with so silent, yet so baneful a tooth, as indolence.” He 
warns his grandson to run from idleness as he would “from the precipice of a gulf.”
 Next, there is temperance, exemplified in its narrow sense by Jefferson’s letter to his 
physician, Dr. Vine Utley (21 Mr. 1819). Jefferson replies to Utley’s request concerning his 
physical habits. In doing so, he reveals much about his temperance. He tells the doctor that 
he has lived “so much like other people” that his is an ordinary life—a sentiment he iterates 
near the close of the letter (nomine mutate, narrator fabula de te48). Jefferson adds, “I have 
lived temperately.” He has eaten animal flesh “as a condiment for the vegetables.” He takes 
in some three glasses of wine per day—perhaps four or five, when with a friend—but “halve 
its effects by drinking the weak wines only.”49 He abstains from strong spirits of any sort, 
and coffee and tea accompany breakfast.
 Jefferson continues. “I was a hard student until I entered on the business of life”—i.e., 
his political offices and duties. Retired, Jefferson again finds himself a hard student, who 
prefers reading and study to writing, which was his chief occupation as a politician. Though 
his sleep is not always regular, due to company or reading interests, “I never go to bed 
without an hour, or half hour’s previous reading of something moral, whereon to ruminate 
in the intervals of sleep.” Yet whether to sleep late or early, he rises with the sun.
 Last, there is temperance, broadly construed, which needs no illustration, as it is tanta-
mount to active and self-sufficient pursuit of happiness without intrusions of government 
or of other citizens.

Upshot

I do not pretend to have done justice to Jefferson’s broadness and depth of character 
through analysis of Jefferson as revolutionist, utopist, scientist, and moralist through selected 
writings. Choice of such categories was in some sense arbitrary. I could readily have culled 
lawyer, politician, builder, and educational reformist and done just as well, because of the 
extraordinary dimensionality of Thomas Jefferson. He was many things to many persons, 
not because he was shifty, as many scholars today assert, but because he was many things. 

48 “With the name changed, the story is told about [applies to] you” (Horace).
49 For more on Jefferson and wine, see Arthur Scherr’s excellent essay, “Thomas Jefferson and the Wine: His ‘Last 

Letter’ Reexamined,” Southern Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal of the South, Vol. 19, No. 1, 24–39. 
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Jefferson was a large man, and the portrait of such a large man can be painted “only touch 
by touch, with a fine pencil,” and on a large canvas—hence the length of this introductory 
essay. I hope to have succeeded in this portrait, done with my own fine pen.
 There is a final consideration. Through all of the words he left to posterity, I think it is 
clear that Thomas Jefferson aimed to be a model Jeffersonian-republican citizen—viz., one 
as fully immersed and invested in the affairs of his family, community, county, state, and  
nation as his genius and time would allow. Concerning the issue of the effects, moral or 
otherwise, of that investment and that immersion, I have nothing to say. I merely follow 
the sagacious wise advice of Ari Helo in noting that a historian’s professional obligation is 
to “depict the past as correctly as possible,” and in doing so, to steer clear of moral assess-
ment, as a historian’s moral judgment carries no more weight than any other person’s.50 

50 Ari Helo, Thomas Jefferson’s Ethics and the Politics of Human Progress, 15.
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N HIS FEATURE ARTICLE, M. ANDREW HOLOWCHAK makes a strong case for how best 
to gain access to the “real” Thomas Jefferson. The problem, according to Holowchak, is 

not Jefferson’s protean nature or “his slipperiness, but because of his dimensionality: his 
numerous and varied interests, his empiricism, and his moralism.” Holowchak correctly 
identifies as key challenges not only the voluminous amount of Jefferson’s writing but also 
the breadth of topics about which he was knowledgeable. Yet it is the dimensionality of 
Jefferson which also problematizes part of Holowchak’s argument. Holowchak acknowl-
edges the necessity of being selective in his essay. The dimensionality of Jefferson allows 
for the cherry picking of quotes to attempt to validate multiple agendas. Holowchak limits 
his goal to offering an accurate description of Jefferson as the good republican citizen. 
 The need to limit the scope of his essay, however, entraps Holowchak in the complexity 
afforded by breadth and volume of Jefferson’s writing. For example, he makes a strong  
argument for Jefferson’s life-long commitment to republicanism. However, in doing so, 
Holowchak does not always account for the complexity of Jefferson’s understanding of 
republicanism as it appears elsewhere in his writings. For instance, in arguing that Jefferson 
believed that liberty was a right for all humans, Holowchak fails to account for Jefferson’s 
acceptance of, or at least toleration of, slavery and his belief in the propriety of the inferiority 
of women. Certainly neither of these groups enjoyed liberty as a right in Jefferson’s Virginia. 
 Jefferson’s earliest memory involved a slave and his last words were heard and under-
stood only by his enslaved manservant.1 While a young Jefferson advocated emancipation 
and subsequent colonization programs, he eventually grew silent and believed younger 
generations of republicans would address the problem. The reasons for his abdication of 
abolition plans and his misplaced faith in his Virginia slaveholding peers are beyond the 
scope of this essay. However, it is important to note his contested relationship with slavery 
reveals his complicated understanding of republican citizenship.

1 This description of Jefferson’s life-long relationship with enslaved people is from Annette Gordon-Reed and 
Peter Onuf, “Most Blessed of the Patriarchs”: Thomas Jefferson and the Empire of Imagination (New York: 
Liveright Publishing Corporation, 2016), 70. 
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 Similarly, Jefferson’s attitude towards women and their proper role in republican society 
adds another layer to the onion. Jefferson believed women should be “kept in their proper 
place, at home, where they could perform their ‘natural functions’ as wives and mothers.”2 
Though he deemed an educated citizenry essential for a republic, he didn’t give much 
thought to how best to educate girls. Disturbed by the political views expressed by French 
women, he believed republican women should not “wrinkle their foreheads” by the vicis-
situdes of politics. Rather they should be “contented to soothe & calm the minds of their 
husbands returning ruffled from political debate.3 Clearly this is another instance of a  
human not being able to exercise the rights of citizenship. 
 Holowchak is certainly aware of these difficulties of pinning Jefferson to any single  
political position. Yet though he correctly acknowledges the need for historical context, 
Holowchak fails in these instances to do just that. Jefferson was an 18th century slave owner 
and a product of a patriarchal Virginia society. While Jefferson believed in the equality of 
republican citizens, he was not an egalitarian democrat in the modern sense. Holowchak 
might have squared this circle by confining his discussion to the narrower understanding 
of rights of citizens in Jefferson’s America.
 Another example of Jefferson’s dimensionality complicating Holowchak’s essay is his 
explication of Jefferson’s understanding of republicanism. Holowchak cites Jefferson’s 
“‘moral principles’” necessary for republicanism to succeed. The sixth principle stated: 
“The majority, acting merely by force, has no right to oppress any individual.” Holowchak 
correctly describes Jefferson’s vision of republicanism extending to both the Americas. In 
this context, Holowchak argues the Louisiana Purchase was a difficult but proper decision. 
But also in this context Jefferson had to confront the native populations occupying the  
territory. Contrary to the message expressed in the Declaration of Independence, those 
already living in Louisiana would not have the freedom to choose their form of govern-
ment. For Jefferson, the solution to assimilating the native populations was “the promotion 
of agriculture … and household manufacture.” “Learning to do better on less land” would 
facilitate their becoming “better farmers.” In other words, Jefferson wanted to make them 
into his idealized version of republican citizens. If the Native Americans failed to see the 
wisdom of abandoning their tribal ways they could simply be relocated west of the 
Mississippi River. And if they were to offer resistance “driving them across the Mississippi, 

2 Annette Gordon-Reed and Peter Onuf, “Most Blessed of the Patriarchs,” 142.
3 Writing to Nathaniel Burwell (14 Mar. 1818), Jefferson says, “A plan of female education has never been a 

subject of systematic contemplation with me.” Jefferson, Writings, ed., Merrill D. Peterson (New York: Library 
of America, 1984), 1411. For a discussion of Jefferson’s reactions to the political views of French women and 
non-traditional gender roles, see Annette Gordon-Reed and Peter Onuf, “Most Blessed of the Patriarchs,” 102. 
The quote is from Jefferson’s letter to Anne Willing Bingham, 11 May 1788.
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as the only condition of peace, would be an example to others, and a furtherance of our  
final consolidation.” While Jefferson often wrote of respecting the various tribes inhabiting 
the United States, the dimensionality of his writing clearly reveals the priority he gives to 
expansion of his American republicanism.4  
 One final instance of the complexity of Jefferson’s words should suffice. Holowchak  
asserts that Jefferson’s Head and Heart letter is his “most expressive statement concerning 
the inferiority of reason to the moral sense.” Holowchak makes a persuasive argument. 
However, this letter is open to different, equally persuasive perspectives. Gordon-Reed 
and Onuf describe the letter as an almost cathartic expression of Jefferson “talking to him-
self” in which he reconstructs his image of Monticello “as the site and object of his most 
profound attachments.” His Virginia home was the scene of great joy and peace for 
Jefferson, but also “of death, loss, and grief.” They argue that writing from Paris in 1786, 
Jefferson “looked back to Monticello, as if through a sentimental haze” as a “site and object 
of his most profound attachments.” Burstein also describes Jefferson as being extremely 
cognizant of the deep meaning of loss. And he too notes that in this letter “Jefferson’s per-
sonal testament to loss of love immediately follows his description of Monticello” where 
his wife lay buried. Jefferson’s dimensionality allows scholars to view this letter as a flirta-
tious missive, as a statement of moral supremacy, or as a confrontation with the realities 
of grief.5 
 My commentary is not meant to disparage Holowchak’s essay. Rather, my intent is to 
buttress his argument of the dimensionality of Jefferson by illustrating the breadth of his 
writings. For scholars, the challenge is to find a voice that is neither uncritically apologetic 
of Jefferson nor one that is uncritically accusatory. Holowchak has demonstrated both by 
intention and by example the challenges of finding the “real” Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson 
is, according Bernard Bailyn, “all things to all men.” His dimensionality has led to Jefferson 
being identified as founder of both Republican and Democratic parties; as being labeled 
both a nationalist and a states’ rights advocate; as a progressive on race issues for his era 
and as a hypocrite for violating his own words that “all men are created equal.” It is this 
complexity that arguably makes Jefferson the most interesting of the founders to so many.6 

4 TJ to Benjamin Hawkins, 18 Feb. 1803, and TJ to Governor William H. Harrison, 27 Feb. 1803.
5 Annette Gordon-Reed and Peter Onuf, “Most Blessed of the Patriarchs,” 160-161; Andrew Burstein, The Inner 

Jefferson: Portrait of a Grieving Optimist (Charlottesville, VA: University Press of Virginia), 83–84. Burstein’s 
discussion of the Head and Heart letter is found on pages 75–99.

6 Bernard Bailyn, Faces of Revolution (New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf, 1990), 23. For Jefferson being claimed by 
both major parties, see Joyce Appleby, Without Resolution: The Jeffersonian Tensions in American Nationalism 
(New York, NY: Oxford University Press), 2.






